
Fabrics Needed: 
One Charm Pack
¾ Yard White or other Solids.
¾ Yard Gray for  setting triangles
 ½ Yard for mini border (shown in Red)
¾ yard for last border (shown in Blue) 

Cutting:
 Five 5” white Squares, Forty 3” white Squares
Gray: one 20 1/2” square cut in half twice diagonally (like an X) for the
setting triangles, and two 10 12/” squares cut in half once for the corner
triangles
Mini Border:   Five 2 1/2” x W.O.F strips
Last Border: Five 5” x W.O. strips

Easy Easy Easy!!!!

Piecing:
Draw a line on on the wrong sides of the  white
3”squares.
Grab the 5” squares from your charm packs.   To the top
right place a square and ON the line.  Cut 1/4” away and
press.  (Dashed lines are cutting lines, solid line is sewn
line.)  Flip the triangle back and press the seam.

Repeat, this time placing the square on the lower right side.

Tada!   Repeat this Step with using forty of your favorite 5” squares from the charm
pack. 

Grab the solid 5” white squares , and sew five stars by sewing three rows of three. 

Row One:  Solid 5” square, Pieced unit, Solid 5” Square .  Press Seams. 
Row Two:  Pieced Unit, Solid (White) 5” square, Pieced Unit.  Press Seams. 
Row Three:  Solid 5” square, Pieced Unit, Solid 5” square  Press Seams. 

Sew the three rows together and press
the seams again.
Now to sew the stars together in “rows”.

They are sewn on point. Pay attention to the direction of the
triangles in the piecing
diagram!----------------------------------------->

Row one:   One setting triangles, one block, One setting triangles.
Row two:  Three blocks.
Row Three:  One setting triangle, one Block, One setting Triangle. 

Good Karma Quilt
51” ish square



Press the seams and sew the rows together.

Sew the corner triangles to each corner of
the quilt top. 

Square up the quilt.  The setting and corner
triangles are oversize a little bit and your
want to trim it square before you add the
borders.  It should trim to 39 1/4”, give or
take an 8th of an inch or two.  (Just going for
square here....)

Cut two of the border strips to measure the
sides of your quilt and sew.  Press the seams.

Now measure the top border strips.   Cut the remaining two to fit.  (it may be necessary to sew part of the 5th 
one to both of the the strips.) After sewing, press.

Repeat the steps above for the last border.

Quilt, Bind, Enjoy!  This is the perfect size for a “Crawl around on the floor' baby quilt, or a Christmas throw! 


